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Abstract. Subdivision surfaces have emerged as a powerful representation for
surface modeling and design. They address important limitations of traditional
spline-based methods, such as the ability to handle arbitrary topologies and
to support multiscale editing operations. In this paper we survey existing
subdivision-based modeling methods with emphasis on interactive tools for
styling and decoration of 3D models.

1. Introduction

Subdivision surfaces offer several advantages over both irregular meshes and
spline patches, two of the most commonly used surface representations today. Sub-
division offers a compact way to represent geometry with minimal connectivity
information. It generalizes the classical spline patch approach to arbitrary topol-
ogy, it naturally accommodates multiple levels of detail, and produces meshes with
well-shaped elements arranged in almost regular structures, suitable for digital pro-
cessing. When combined with multiresolution analysis, subdivision offers a powerful
modeling tool, allowing for complex editing operations to be applied efficiently at
different resolutions.

In recent years, the set of tools available for manipulating subdivision surfaces
has been growing steadily. Algorithms for direct evaluation [Sta98, ZK02], edit-
ing [BKZ01, BMBZ02, BMZB02, BLZ00], texturing [PB00], and conversion
to other popular representations [Pet00] have been devised and hardware sup-
port for rendering of subdivision surfaces has been proposed [BAD+01, BKS00,
PS96].

This survey focuses on the use of subdivision-based representations for styling
and conceptual design. We explore various methods for manipulating subdivision
surfaces and, whenever possible, we illustrate the evolution of such methods from
related representations. We pay particular attention to interactive tools which are
suitable for design as they allow the designer to instantaneously evaluate results.
While we are trying to provide a thorough overview of the area and include the most
relevant methods, we realize that the volume of published work goes well beyond
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that covered in this survey which is by no means exhaustive (see also [DL02,
Sab02] for additional surveys). Many of the topics presented relate to issues we
have addressed in our own work which we hope will provide some insights to those
pursueing similar interests.

2. Background

The basic idea of using subdivision to produce smooth curves and later, smooth
surfaces, has been around for many years (see [ZSD+00] for a brief incursion into
the history of subdivision). However, it is only recently that powerful design tools
based on this representation have emerged. This is partly due to the recent advent of
multiresolution techniques that facilitate capturing of non-trivial shapes and partly
due to even more recent advances in subdivision theory and methods for direct
and efficient evaluation of subdivision surfaces. For the purpose of this survey, we
provide a brief review of the basic concepts pertaining to subdivision surfaces. For
additional details we refer the reader to [ZSD+00, WW01].

Subdivision defines a smooth surface recursively as the limit of a sequence of
meshes (see Figure 1). Each finer mesh is obtained from a coarse mesh by using
a set of refinement rules which define a subdivision scheme. Many schemes have
been proposed in the literature. Examples include Doo-Sabin [DS78], Catmull-
Clark [CC78], Loop [Loo87], Butterfly [DLG90, ZSS96], Kobbelt [Kob96a],
Midedge [PR97]. Different schemes lead to limit surfaces with different smoothness
characteristics. For design purposes, the Catmull-Clark [CC78], Loop [Loo87]
schemes are most often employed as they are closely related to splines (a de-facto
standard in modeling today) and generate C2-continuous surfaces over arbitrary
meshes.

Figure 1. Subdivision defines a smooth surface recursively as the
limit of a sequence of meshes.

Multiresolution subdivision extends the concept of subdivision by allowing de-
tail vectors to be introduced at each level. Hence, a finer mesh is computed by
adding detail offsets to the subdivided coarse mesh. Given a semi-regular mesh, i.e.,
a mesh with subdivision connectivity, it can be easily converted to a multiresolution
surface by defining a smoothing operation to compute a coarse level from a finer
level. The details are then computed as differences between levels. This representa-
tion was introduced by several authors in different forms [LDW97, PL97, ZSS97].
Figure 2 illustrates the power of multiresolution in capturing complex shapes.

A close connection exists between multiresolutin subdivision and wavelets [SDS96].
In particular, two operations known as Synthesis and Analysis can be defined to
propagate data from coarse to fine and in reverse throughout the subdivision hier-
archy, similar to wavelet transforms. Analysis computes positions of control points
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Figure 2. Top: multiresolution subdivision extends the concept
of subdivision by introducing detail vectors at each level. Bottom:
surfaces obtained by subdivision of the same coarse mesh look very
different depending on the amount of detail introduced and the
level at which it is introduced. From left to right: no details to
progressively more details added on finer levels.

on a coarse level i − 1 by applying a smoothing filter to points on level i. Mul-
tiresolution details on level i are computed as differences between the two levels.
Conversely, Synthesis reconstructs the data on level i by subdividing the control
mesh of level i − 1 and adding the details [ZSS97].

An important property of subdivision surfaces is that they can be naturally
interpreted as functions on the domain defined by the base mesh (see Figure 3).
This parametric interpretation is useful in many circumstances related to design,
from derivation of differential quantities to dealing with constraints along arbitrary
curves as described in section 3. Figure 3 illustrates this natural parameterization.

3. Surface Modeling Tools

3.1. Free-Form Editing. Free-form manipulation of 3D models is a popular
method for modifying existing shapes which attempts to mimic to a certain extent
the process of modeling or sculpting a physical object by hand. The applications are
numerous, from animated character creation, to virtual restorations, to industrial
design.

The sculpting metaphor for geometric modeling has its roots in the parametric
surface works of Sabin [Sab71] and Bezier [Béz74] which contain early mentions
of surface deformations. Subsequent work has spanned more than three decades
and continues to be investigated in the context of modern systems and surface
representations (e.g., [Bar84, SP86, Coq90, HKD93, CR94, MJ96, SF98,
Kob96b, ZSS97, PL97, QMV98, Tak98, WW98, MQ00, TO02, GS01,
BMRB04].

The basic idea of free-form modeling is to introduce a degree of transparency
between the designer and the mathematical model of the surface being shaped.
Instead of controlling the shape through a set of non-intuitive surface parame-
ters, free-form deformations allow the shape to be controlled through intuitive
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Figure 3. Natural parameterization of a subdivision surface.
Each time we apply the subdivision rules to compute the finer
control mesh we also apply midpoint subdivision to a copy of the
initial control mesh. A mapping from a denser and denser subset
of the control polyhedron (left) to the control points of a finer and
finer control mesh (right) is obtained through repeated subdivision.
In the limit, a map from the control polyhedron to the surface is
obtained.

manipulation of the surface itself or the space surrounding it. The main chal-
lenge is to perform the manipulation through a limited set of controls and to
define natural deformations of the surface away from the control positions. Dif-
ferent variations of this paradigm have been developed, including axial deforma-
tions [Bar84, CST94, LCJ94] which alter the axis of a shape to induce its defor-
mation, lattice deformations [SP86, Coq90, MJ96] which operate on the cells of
a space lattice to deform the volume inside the lattice, manipulations on scalar field
embeddings [HQ03], control mesh editing methods which shape parameterically-
defined surfaces by imposing constraints on their control meshes [ZSS97], and
variational methods which operate by optimizing an energy functional over the
surface under constraints [Tak98, BMRB04].

We focus our attention on methods that take advantage of subdivision repre-
sentations and among these, we emphasize those that support interactive multiscale
modeling. Subdivision representations are particularly suitable for free-form edit-
ing due to their hierarchical nature which easily accommodates multiscale edits, as
well as their efficiency in terms of storage and access. For a survey of deformable
models based on other representations see [GM97].

3.1.1. Control mesh manipulations. Manipulating control meshes offers a straight-
forward interface which supports interactive shape deformations. This approach has
been extensively employed in spline-based modeling [CRE01] and can be naturally
extended to subdivision surfaces. Collections of control mesh vertices, edges, and
faces are re-positioned so as to induce modifications of the resulting limit surface.
In addition, control points can be added and edges and faces can be split to in-
crease the complexity of the shape as editing progresses. This type of manipulation
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is very common and can be found at the basis of commercial modeling packages
with support for subdivision surfaces. It is routinely used for animated character
design (e.g., in Discreet’s 3D Studio Max [dsm], in Alias’ Maya [may]) and is
becoming increasingly popular for industrial modeling (e.g., in Dassault Systèmes’
Catia [cat]). Figure 4 illustrates examples of shape modeling through control point
manipulation.

Figure 4. Shape modeling through control point manipulation:
Loop subdivision surface (top), Catmull-Clark subdivision surface
(bottom).

Single resolution control mesh manipulations offer only limited flexibility in
designing shapes: only coarse shape deformations can be accommodated. Multires-
olution subdivision surfaces are a much more powerful representation which lends
itself very naturally to multiscale editing. Depending on the level at which the edit-
ing occurs, either a global deformation (coarse level) or a local deformation (fine
level) is induced. This idea was exploited, for instance, in [ZSS97, PL97] for inter-
active multiresolution editing of Loop surfaces and in [DKT98] for Catmull-Clark
ones. Using a combination of subdivision (i.e., transforming a coarse mesh into a
finer one) and smoothing (i.e., transforming a fine mesh into a coarser one), edits
performed at different levels of subdivision can be propagated through the hierar-
chy while keeping the magnitude of multiresolution details under control. Figure 5
illustrates edits at various scales performed on the Armadillo model.

Variations of this approach include modeling with displaced subdivision sur-
faces [LMH00] and subdivision surface fitting [STKK99, LLS01a, MZ00]. The
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Figure 5. Multiresolution editing according to [ZSS97]: left –
input model; right – editing result. Note the large-scale edit of the
belly and the fine-scale edit around the chin.

displaced representation can be viewed as a restricted form of multiresolution sub-
division consisting of a control mesh and a single level of scalar details. A domain
surface is generated from the control mesh using Loop subdivision [Loo87]. A
displacement map computed from the scalar displacement is then applied over the
domain to generate the final surface. The displacements can be edited to create
fine-level features on the surface, while control mesh edits lead to global shape al-
terations. In surface fitting a surface is deformed to conform to the shape of another
given data set (e.g., points, curves, another surface). This approach is somewhat
different than those discussed so far in that it is less suitable for interactive ma-
nipulation. Typically some optimization of the surface being fitted is performed in
order to determine optimal control point positions which lead to a best fit between
the surface and the target. The accuracy of the fit is controlled through a threshold
parameter that bounds the error between the target and the fitted surface.

3.1.2. Variational design. Variational surface design operates on the principle
of modifying a shape so that its fairness is optimized. Surface fairness is typically
measured in terms of its energy and the idea is to find a minimum-energy state
which, in turn, corresponds to the fairest possible shape. In Computer Graphics,
energy-minimizing surfaces became popular in the context of simulating physical
properties of materials [Bar84, TF88, WW92]. Celniker and Gossard [CG99]
and later Welch and Witkin [WW92] pointed out the relationship between fair
surface design and energy minimization.

Most commonly, fairness is expressed as an integral of a physical parameter
associated with a real object bearing the shape of the surface [Hal96]. A widely
used measure of fairness is the combination of stretching and bending energies:

(3.1) Energy(S) = α

∫
||I||2dS + β

∫
||II||2dS
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Figure 6. Local quadratic interpolant used to approximate first
and second order derivatives [BMRB04].

where I and II denote the first and second fundamental forms of the surface and
|| · || is a suitably chosen matrix norm [TPBF87].

For practical purposes, discretized linear forms of equation (3.1) using para-
metric derivatives are typically employed:

(3.2) Estretch ≈
∫
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where Ω denotes the parametric domain of the surface S. Most variational ap-
proaches take advantage of these expressions, although alternative approaches have
been proposed (e.g., [CSA+02]). The main differences are in the types of parame-
terizations used to derive the differential quantities. For example, Greiner [Gre94]
and later Kobbelt [Kob96a] suggested a discrete exponential map for local param-
eterizations (see Figure 6) such that each vertex P0 has coordinates (0, 0) and its
1-ring neighbors Pi ∈ R(P0) are assigned coordinates:

(3.4) (ui, vi) = ei
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In the context of subdivision surfaces, Halstead et al. [HKD93] were among
the first to describe a method for interpolating a given shape with a Catmull-
Clark surface while minimizing surface fairness. Given the lack of a ”natural”
parameterization near extraordinary points, they re-formulated the stretch and
thin-plate energy definitions in terms of the control meshes at different subdivision
levels (rather than the limit surface). In their method subdivision is used to isolate
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extraordinary vertices and bi-cubic spline evaluation is used to evaluate the fairness
norm away from such vertices.

Kobbelt [Kob96b] introduced the concept of variational subdivision to create
interpolatory subdivision rules that place newly inserted vertices so as to minimize
a global energy functional. Using a similar idea, Weimer and Warren [WW98]
propose two schemes for variational subdivision of thin-plate splines. One scheme
provides an exact solution to the variational problem, but the subdivision matrix
has to be recomputed at every subdivision level. The other scheme is only approx-
imate, but has the advantage that rules can be precomputed. Both schemes are
restricted to rectilinear grids. Another method which connects subdivision with
fairing and cascading multigrid methods was proposed in [DMR02]. The basic
idea in this case is to interpret the evolution of the surface under curvature motion
as a filtering proces.

Later on, Friedel et al. [FMS03] proposed using the characteristic map parametriza-
tion to construct first order data-dependent energies. This leads to a nonlinear
minimization problem which is solved by re-writing the surface energy as a linear
combination of precomputed stiffness matrices.

Constraints play an important role in variational design methods. In their
absence, the optimization problem has a trivial solution, which usually leads to the
collapse of the surface to a single point (an exception is the method of Boier-Martin
et al. [BMRB04] in which the trivial solution corresponds to the input surface).
We distinguish between two classes of constraints [WW92]:

• Finite-dimensional: involve point and normal constraints at discrete loca-
tions on the surface. These are the most commonly used. Point constraints
are used to enforce spatial interpolation conditions. For subdivision sur-
faces such constraints typically correspond to control points and are easy
to implement by solving linear systems. Normal constraints are used to en-
force surface normals at certain points on a surface. Different approaches
can be used to constrain normals: expressing the fact that two tangent
vectors must be perpendicular to the prescribed normal, enforcing the po-
sitions of the vertices of a given face so that the face normal coincides with
the prescribed one, or constraining tangent vectors rather than normals
(the last two tend to over-constrain the problem).

• Transfinite: involve one or two-dimensional surface entities such as embed-
ded curves and patches. Curve constraints are among the most common in
this category. Enforcing such constraints involves solving an integral over
the entity. For example, to constrain a surface curve C(t) = S(u(t), v(t))
along a given space curve C0(t), the following must be satisfied:

(3.6)
∫

(C − C0)2 = 0

Such constraints are usually discretized and enforced either by using
a least-squares approach [WW92] or by reparameterizing the surface to
align control points or edges with constraints [BMRB04] (see also Algo-
rithm 1 in section 3.2). An alternative approach is to evaluate the curves
and to incorporate the result of the evaluation into the subdivision rules
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to produce a limit surface that interpolates the curves. This is the ob-
ject of combined subdivision schemes [Lev99] (see also [Nas00, NA02,
SWZ04]).

Figure 7 illustrates the result of modeling with various types of constraints.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7. Constraint types: (a)-(b) point and discretized curve
constraints; (c)-(d) normal constraints.

Another important consideration in dealing with constraints is the region of
influence of a constraint. It is defined as the portion of the surface affected by the
constraint. The region of influence can be explicitly enforced [Kob00] by letting
the designer encircle an area on the surface. This generates boundary constraints
between the surface inside the area of influence and the rest of the surface. Alter-
natively, in the case of hierarchical representations such as subdivision hierarchies,
the region of influence can be controlled indirectly through the levels at which con-
straints are defined. For example, Takahashi et al. [Tak98] impose constraints at
various scales using a wavelet framework. Constraints are being propagated from
finer to coarser scales, however, the region of influence of each constraint is not
controlled in any way. In [BMRB04] the influence of a constraint is explicitly en-
forced by the coarse level at which the constraint is propagated. Thus, more global
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or local edits can be performed depending on the level to which the constraint is
restricted: a coarser level will induce a more global deformation, whereas a finer
level will produce a more local edit (see Figure 8).

A related issue is that of detail preservation. When a global shape change
occurs, it is often expected that the high frequency details are preserved over the
modified surface. The face of Venus in Figure 9 is represented as a multiresolution
subdivision surface in which non-trivial detail vectors capture the organic shape of
the model. If a shape deformation is performed by pulling on a single point at the
tip of the nose, a naive energy optimization approach leads to a fair shape that
satisfies the constraints, but all the details of the face are lost (note that boundary
constraints must also be imposed in this case to avoid the collapse of the surface to
a single point). One solution is to separate the high-frequency information before
optimization and to ”re-apply” it to the new shape [Kob00]. This introduces an
overhead related to saving and restoring surface details. To avoid this overhead,
Boier-Martin et al. [BMRB04] propose to define a vector field of deformations
over the surface and to optimize the energy of this vector field rather than the
energy of the surface itself. Initially all deformation vectors are null. When an edit
occurs, the corresponding deformation vector (i.e., at the tip of the nose) becomes
non-null. The optimization procedure tries to smooth the deformation field under
the constraints defined by the non-null vectors. Since the deformations are defined
with respect to the detailed shape, the details are preserved during deformation.
Note that, in this case, boundary constraints are not necessary as the rest shape in
the absence of constraints is the input shape.

Figure 8. Region of influence of a multiresolution constraint: left
– input model; middle – constraint is propagated to the coarsest
subdivision level, inducing a global deformation of the head by
pulling a single point on the nose; right – constraint is propagated
only two levels coarser inducing a more localized edit.

An added advantage of subdivision hierarchies is that they facilitate the use
of multigrid methods [Bri87] to solve the constrained minimization problem. In
the presence of many constraints, however, even multigrid solvers may be too slow
to yield results at interactive rates. A possible solution [BMRB04] is to aim for
an approximate solution during interaction and a more accurate (non-interactive)
result after the interaction has stopped. Figure 10 illustrates the differences between
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Figure 9. Energy optimization with constraints: left – input mul-
tiresolution subdivision surface with details; middle – optimization
without detail preservation; right – optimization with detail preser-
vation.

a Catmull-Clark approximation obtained at interactive rates and a more accurate
multigrid minimization.

Figure 10. Computing a solution to the energy minimization
problem with different accuracies: left - input model; middle -
Catmull-Clark solution obtained interactively; right - multigrid so-
lution.

For completeness, we mention the fact that the evolution of energy over time has
also been considered to derive dynamic surface models [TQ94, QT96]. Dynamic
models based on subdivision surfaces have been proposed by Qin et al. [QMV98].
Such models are typically too complex to support interactive design operations.

Topology modifications. The free-form modeling methods discussed so far op-
erate by deforming the input surface without changing its topology. Some appli-
cations, however, may require topological modifications, such as creating handles
and tunnels. An interactive sculpting environment which supports this type of
edits was proposed in [GOP99]. The Localized hierarchy Surface Splines allow
adding handles and punching holes, while maintaining C1 continuity across the
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surface which is represented explicitly in piecewise polynomial or spline form. The
main idea behind localized hierarchies is to allow local edits on locally refined mesh
fragments based solely on coarser level data. Direct manipulation is performed by
interacting directly with the surface rather than with control mesh. The types of
operations supported include fillets, blends, semi-sharp features, extrusions, holes,
and bridges.

Using meshes as an underlying representation, Guskov et al. [GKSS02] propose
a user-driven procedure for inducing topological modifications in a semi-regular
setting. The so-called hybrid meshes are multiresolution surface representations
which enhance subdivision-based refinement operations with irregular operations
that support changes in topology and approximate detailed features at multiple
scales. In [GKSS02], hybrid meshes are defined as quadrilateral meshes on which
regular 1−4 face splits are combined with irregular operations through which groups
of quads are removed and/or replaced.

3.2. Boolean Operations. Boolean operations provide a straightforward ap-
proach to creating complex models from simpler ones using intuitive combinations.
Addition, subtraction, and intersection can be packaged into editing tools for mod-
eling solids bounded by subdivision surfaces.

3.2.1. Mesh-Based Approximations. Traditionally, Boolean operations on bound-
ary representations (B-reps) of solids have required intersecting parametric surfaces,
removing the unwanted parts, and building new surfaces from the remaining ones.
This approach presents a number of challenges, as intersections are difficult to
perform for high-order B-reps and often lead to increasingly complex intersection
curves. Exact matching of surfaces bordering such curves is also problematic, as it
is not easy to ensure that curves in different parametric domains coincide in 3D.
Consequently, subsequent editing of the resulting models may lead to unwanted
artifacts in the surface (e.g., cracks) which require special handling.

A substantially simpler approach, proposed by Linsen [Lin00] is to use the
control meshes corresponding to the parametric parts being combined, rather than
the surfaces themselves. This implies that the intersections between solids are only
approximately computed. At the same time, the problem of intersecting arbitrary
surfaces translates into the much simpler one of intersecting arbitrary meshes. The
meshes are first triangulated to avoid difficulties posed by handling of non-planar
faces. Two approaches to building a combined control mesh are discussed: clipping
triangles along the intersection boundaries and connecting intersection points and
removing faces along the intersection curves and remeshing the resulting gaps. The
latter has the advantage that it produces a more visually pleasing result. The main
drawbacks in both approaches lie in the inefficiency of computing triangle-mesh
intersections and robustness issues associated with such computations as well as
gap filling for arbitrary gap topologies (see also [LFKN03] for variations on the
topic of computing intersection curves for subdivision surfaces).

Using a similar control-mesh based approach, Biermann et al. [BKZ01] pro-
pose an approximate scheme for computing Boolean operations which deals with
several important issues: matching the topology and the geometry of the intersec-
tion curve, fitting the resulting surface to the original data, and accurately capturing
and representing sharp features in the result. The method uses piecewise-smooth
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multiresolution Loop [Loo87] subdivision surfaces to represent surfaces being com-
bined. The algorithm assumes that each part being used in a Boolean operation is
bounded by a closed orientable surface. It follows several steps:

(1) Compute intersection curves.
(2) Build resulting control mesh and compute an initial parameterization of

the resulting surface over this mesh.
(3) Optimize the parameterization from the previous step.
(4) Use multiresolution fitting to approximate the input data as closely as

possible.

For the first step, the authors improve on both the efficiency and the robustness
of the naive mesh-mesh intersection approach by using bounding box hierarchies to
accelerate computations and a perturbation scheme [Sei98] to increase robustness.

After determining the topology of the intersection, control meshes are merged
with special consideration for several issues: preserving the topology of the cut,
inserting a minimal number of new vertices, and keeping their valence small. The
input control meshes are cut along intersection curves and a new control mesh
is combined from the remaining pieces. The cutting process takes advantage of
the natural parameterization of subdivision surfaces over their control meshes (see
section 2) to approximate the intersection curve by alternating so-called Snapping
and Refinement steps:
Algorithm 1 (snapping and refinement):

Given a domain mesh M and an intersection curve c(t) in M
Repeat

For each vertex v of a triangle intersected by c do
1. Find α ∈ c closest to v
2. Snap v to α if possible

Adaptively refine parameterization
until (curve adequately approximated)

Snapping is performed between points of the curve and parametric mesh ver-
tices, if they are sufficiently close. While optional, this step considerably reduces
the complexity of the resulting domain (fewer faces). The role of the refinement
is to increase the accuracy with which intersection curves are approximated. It
is typically performed by midpoint subdivision of triangles which are intersected
by curves multiple times or which fully contain curves. Figure 11 illustrates this
process. The output of this step consists of piecewise linear approximations of
the intersection curves, either along input edges or along newly introduced edges
obtained by splitting triangles.

After cutting, the portions of the control meshes not required in the Boolean
operation are removed and the meshes are joined along their boundaries. This is
also done in two steps: vertices along one boundary are paired to corresponding
vertices along the other boundary. When correspondences do not exist, triangles
along the boundary are refined so as to introduce new vertices. Paired vertices close
to one-another are merged together. During merging, intersection curves are also
tagged with sharp feature tags (see also section 3.3).

By construction, the resulting merged control mesh constitutes a parameter-
ization domain with the property that every one of its vertices belongs to one of
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Figure 11. Refinement and snapping: two steps of refinement are
shown on the left. The image of the curve in parameter space and
vertex snapping are shown on the right (see [BKZ01]).

the original domains. However, the initial parameterizations of the parts of the
input models corresponding to the Boolean operation may not be optimally pa-
rameterized over the new domain. An optimization procedure is used to reduce the
distortion of the resulting surface over the new domain.

The last step of this method computes optimal positions of control points given
the previously computed parameterization. The merged control mesh is subdivided
a number of times and the resulting mesh is fitted to the original data in least-
squares sense. Results of Boolean operations obtained with this method are shown
in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Boolean operations on multireolution subdivision surfaces [BKZ01].

3.2.2. Surface Cut-and-Paste. Surface pasting can be viewed as an instance of a
Boolean operation. The basic paradigm implies creating new models by combining
pieces of existing models. In its most basic form, a cut-and-paste operation involves
selecting and transferring a feature of interest from a source surface to a target
surface. There are several fundamental steps involved such an operation:

(1) Feature selection
(2) Separation of surfaces into base and detail parts
(3) Transferring the feature onto the target surface

The idea of pasting surfaces was first introduced in the context of hierarchi-
cal splines [BBF94, CMB97]. In this case a tensor-product B-spline surface is
designated as the feature to be attached to another surface. Steps (1), (2) are
assumed to have been performed in a pre-processing stage and (3) is achieved by
representing tensor-product B-splines as Greville displacement B-splines [BBF94]
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and applying a mapping that takes into account the topology of the target surface
and the Greville displacement representation of the feature [BBF94]. The main
restriction is that there are no smoothness guarantees at the boundary between the
feature and the target surface (not even C0 continuity). One solution is to refine
the feature surface so that its boundary better approximates the target. How-
ever, this amounts to introducing unnecessary control points over the entire feature
(rather than only along boundaries), making subsequent processing of the feature
very inefficient. An alternative solution was proposed by [CM00] and makes use
of quasi-interpolation [dF73] to improve the result of pasting. In this case, inte-
rior feature control points are pasted using Greville displacements, while boundary
points are pasted using quasi-interpolation. This leads to a composite surface which
still exhibits discontinuities along the pasting boundary, however, less severe than
in the original approach. In addition to the lack of continuity, the types of features
that can be pasted are also limited by the underlying surface representation. Per-
formance is also an issue due to expensive evaluations. An interactive spline-based
interface was developed in [Ma00]. Due to performance limitations, the feature is
not positioned directly onto the target surface, but rather is floating in its vicinity
and the user is presented with a rough outline of the contour of the feature on the
target. Once a position is decided upon, the actual pasting occurs.

Biermann et al. [BMBZ02] describe a more general procedure for cutting and
pasting portions of existing surfaces using an intuitive approach, similar to those
commonly used for 2D image cut-and-paste. The user initiates a cutting operation
by selecting a feature of interest on an existing surface (termed the source surface
(see Figure 13 (a)). She also specifies a position on a target surface where the
source feature is to be pasted (see Figure 13 (b)). The actual pasting is performed
in a sequence of steps (Figures 13(c)-(g)) which take advantage of the underlying
semi-regular representation to achieve interactive rates. A discussion of the main
steps follows.

Feature selection is performed interactively by the user who selects a region
of interest on the source surface. A free-form closed space curve is used to outline
the selection. The portion of the surface inside the curve constitutes the feature(s)
of interest. The curve can have an arbitrary shape and does not have to be aligned
with underlying mesh edges. The portion of the surface inside the curve must have
disk topology, but it does not have to be a height field (see Figure 14).

Base / detail separation must be performed on both the source and target
surfaces to define what constitutes feature detail as opposed to the larger-scale sur-
face shape that should be ignored. Since this is largely dependent on the semantics
of the operation, it is best left to the user. In [BMBZ02], the authors propose
a continuum of base surface choices controlled by a flatness parameter. The base
surfaces are obtained by smoothing the original surface to various degrees or by
simple energy minimization within the feature boundary. Figure 15 illustrates the
different effects obtained using different base surfaces for the source and target
models.

Feature transfer is a complex process as it generally involves finding a map-
ping between two arbitrary surfaces. The solution proposed in [BMBZ02] is to
build the mapping as a composition of maps to an auxiliary plane. The advantage
of this approach is that it no longer requires parameterizing an arbitrary (source)
surface onto another arbitrary (target) surface. Instead, flattening methods which
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 13. Feature-based design of an ornate vase: (a) input
(source) surfaces; (b) target surface; (c) result after multiple
pasting operations; Steps of a cut-and-paste sequence according
to [BMBZ02] shown for the bottle pattern: (d) source feature
selection; (e) finding a target region around a user-selected posi-
tion on the target surface; (f) parameterization of source (left) and
target (right) regions onto a common plane (shown displaced for
illustration).

have been much more extensively researched [SdS01, DMA02] are needed. For
the source surface the flattening is relatively easy to perform as the feature is al-
ready selected and homeomorphic to a disk. For the target surface the problem
is more complicated as the surface can have any shape and can be quite large. In
order to avoid flattening the entire target surface, the authors propose a method for
approximating the portion of the target surface that is actually involved in pasting.
As the user specifies a target location where the feature is to be pasted, the goal
is to find a region that resembles the source feature in shape and size. To iden-
tify such a region, a generalized radial parameterization of the feature boundary is
used [BMBZ02] (see also Figure 16). Once such a region is found, the transfer of
the source feature onto the target model is done by aligning the planar parameter-
izations of the source and target regions followed by resampling the source feature
onto the target connectivity.
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Figure 14. Pasting and interactively placing a complex feature:
a digitized model of a clay ear constitutes the feature to be pasted
onto the mannequin head. The ear can be interactively scaled,
rotated, and translated on the surface of the head.

The pasting method of Biermann et al. [BMBZ02] provides a robust and
efficient pipeline for interactive surface pasting. Its main constraints are related
to self-intersections that may appear when features are pasted onto highly curved
surfaces and to topological constraints on the features that can be pasted (i.e.,
only features with disk topology are handled). The former can be solved using
a hierarchical pasting approach, in which the feature to be pasted is decomposed
into frequency bands and the pasting is performed progressively, by pasting low-
frequency details first, and high-frequency ones on top. The latter problem is more
complex and requires more careful handling. A possible solution, albeit outside the
subdivision framework, has been recently proposed in [FMMY03]. In this case, a
volumetric approach is used to parameterize the feature and B-spline fitting is used
to separate base from details. The advantage lies in the generality of features that
are handled, including higher genus ones and the ability to paste them on highly
curved areas. The main drawbacks are related to B-spline fitting and the need to
introduce a large number of points in order to obtain a good fit. The result is not a
seamless representation, but rather a composite one consisting of the original and
the pasted part. In addition, the feature cannot be interactively dragged on the
target surface.

3.2.3. Surface Trimming. Trimming, i.e., cutting holes in the surface of an
object along specified curves, can also be considered as an instance of a Boolean
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Figure 15. The effects of changing the base surface on the re-
sult of pasting: (top) digitized bottle detail appears on the vase
differently, depending on the choice of base surface; (bottom) the
butterfly feature is pasted on a rock model with and without preser-
vation of target detail.

operation. Since this type of operation requires special subdivision rules along the
trim boundary, we classify it as a special case of a non-smooth feature and we
discuss it in section 3.3.

3.3. Non-Smooth Features. Subdivision surfaces can be naturally used to
model smooth surfaces of arbitrary topological type. Many real objects, however,
exhibit non-smooth features, such as sharp edges and boundaries, corners, and
darts. While multiresolution detail vectors may be used to approximate sharp
features (see Figure 17), a different setting is required to represent such features
exactly. It entails altering the subdivision rules to produce limit surfaces that are
only piecewise smooth, i.e., consist of smooth patches joined together along possibly
sharp boundaries. To represent piecewise smooth surfaces, control mesh edges and
vertices are typically tagged for special handling (see Figure 18). Special subdivision
rules are employed in the vicinity of tagged mesh elements so as to avoid smoothing
them. An edge can be tagged as a crease edge and vertices incident to crease edges
may be tagged as one of the following (see Figure 18):

• crease vertex: exactly two crease edges join smoothly at this vertex
• corner vertex: two or more crease edges join non-smoothly at this vertex
• dart vertex: exactly one crease edge is adjacent to this vertex

Early mention of special rules for surfaces with boundaries appeared in the
work of Doo [Doo78] and Nasri [Nas91], however accompanied only by partial
analyses of the resulting surfaces. The first rules leading to provably C1-continuous
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Figure 16. Finding a target region through radial parameteriza-
tion of the feature outline.

smooth sharp

Figure 17. Multiresolution details are required to approximate
sharp features using smooth surface representations (left three im-
ages). A piecewise smooth surface representation (right) allows
sharp features to be modeled with detail vectors.

surfaces were defined in [HDD+94] as a generalization of the Loop subdivision
rules [Loo87]. The analysis of the resulting surfaces can be found in [Sch96].
As pointed out in [BLZ00], the rules introduced in [HDD+94] have two main
drawbacks: they are not suitable for modeling concave corners and the shape of
the generated surface boundaries depends on the number of interior control points
adjacent to each boundary point. The latter leads to undesirable gaps between
surfaces joined along such a boundary. Both problems were handled by Biermann et
al. [BLZ00] for the Loop [Loo87] and Catmull-Clark [CC78] subdivision schemes.
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Figure 18. Mesh tags corresponding to (from left to right):
crease, dart, and corner sharp features.

Modifications are sometimes applied to subdivision rules to achieve different
effects. For example, deRose et al. [DKT98] propose an edge sharpness parameter
s to vary sharpness along an edge and to allow for different degrees of sharpness.
The parameter is used to blend between the positions psmooth of a control point
obtained with the smooth subdivision rules and a point psharp obtained with sharp
subdivision rules:

pnew = (1 − s)psmooth + spsharp, s ∈ [0, 1]
Biermann et al. [BLZ00] propose a flatness parameter f and a normal mod-

ification. The flatness parameter control the speed at which control points in a
neighborhood converge to the tangent plane. The subdivision rules are modified to
blend between control point positions obtained without flatness modification and
points in the tangent plane (p denotes the vector of control points in the neighbor-
hood of a point,a0, a1, a2 are the limit position and tangents at that point, and xi

denote the right eigenvectors of the subdivision matrix):
pnew = (1 − f)p + f(a0x

0 + a1x
1 + a2x

2), f ∈ [0, 1]
The normal modification is somewhat similar, in that it interpolates between

the control point position obtained without the modification and positions in a
prescribed tangent plane (a normal n is prescribed through a pair of tangent vectors
computed as a′

i = (ain)n):
pnew = p + t((a′

1 − a1)x1 + (a′
2 − a2)x2), t ∈ [0, 1]

Examples of sharp features modeled as proposed by Biermann et al. [BLZ00] are
illustrated in Figure 19. A software library for piecewise smooth subdivision based
on these rules is freely available from [BZ99].

A generalization of the subdivision concept that accommodates sharp features
was developed by Sederberg et al. [SZSS98]. By drawing an analogy between
recursive subdivision schemes and knot insertion for B-splines, the authors pro-
pose non-uniform versions of the Doo-Sabin [Doo78] and Catmull-Clark [CC78]
subdivision schemes (under the general denomination of non-uniform recursive sub-
division surfaces or NURSS). Each edge in a non-uniform Catmull-Clark control
mesh (each control point in a Doo-Sabin mesh) is assigned a knot spacing. When
all knot spacings are equal, the standard schemes are obtained. Two types of sub-
division rules have to be considered for NURSS: the usual refinement scheme for
the geometric positions of control points and an additional refinement scheme for
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knot spacings. Sharp features can be generated by setting certain knot spacings to
zero.

The methods described so far require sharp features to be aligned with control
mesh edges. Moreover, they provide little control over the profile of the resulting
features. To address these limitations, Khodakovsky et al. [KS99] propose a curve-
based feature editing approach. Feature curves are defined directly on the model
surface through user interaction and can follow arbitrary paths, unconstrained by
the connectivity of the underlying mesh. Features are obtained by perturbing the
surface in the vicinity of feature curves. The curves can exist on multiple levels of
a subdivision hierarchy. At each level, perturbations are computed with respect to
local frames, so any coarse level modifications of the surface are carried through
to finer levels. Several parameters are used to control the profile of a feature. In
particular, sharp features can be obtained by specifying different normal directions
for the profile on either side of the curve. This method brings forth a number of
significant contributions with respect to previous approaches: it takes advantage
of the multiresolution setting to define features through detail vectors at different
levels, it does not impose any restrictions on the location of the feature curves
on the surface or on their topology (curves can intersect or self intersect), and
varying profiles allow both smooth and sharp features to be represented. The
main drawback is that it does not preserve the input representation: after editing,
the result is no longer a pure multiresolution subdivision surface, but rather a
combined representation, consisting of a surface and a curve. This means that other
subdivision-based tools that require as input a pure multireolution representation
cannot be directly applied to the result of an editing operation performed with this
method.

Figure 19. Sharp features generated with the rules proposed
in [BLZ00]. From left to right: concave corner, convex corner,
and smooth crease.

This problem is solved in [BMZB02] which uses the reparameterization idea
described in section 3.2.1 to align the parameterization of the surface with the
feature curves. Subsequently, sharp subdivision rules can be used along such curves.
Figure 20 illustrates this process. An arbitrary feature curve is first projected
onto the control mesh at some subdivision level (typically a coarse level which
is subsequently refined). A piecewise linear approximation of the curve image in
the parametric domain is computed by alternating Snapping and Refinement steps
similar to those of Algorithm 1. The Snapping step moves mesh vertices onto
the curve if they are sufficiently close, while the Refinement step subdivides the
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parameterization linearly. If c : [0, 1] → X denotes the image of a feature curve in
the parameter domain X of the goal is to reparameterize the domain X such that
c passes through the vertices of X . This reduces to finding a one-to-one mapping
Π : X → X which maps vertices of X to curve points: Π(vi) = c(ti), for some
vertices {v0, v1, . . . } and curve parameters {t0, t1, . . . }. After a finite number of
iterations of snapping and refinement, the resulting curve [v0, v1, . . . ] is guaranteed
to have the same topology as c and to follow along mesh edges (and / or diagonals
in the case of the Catmull-Clark scheme). After reparameterization, the input
surface is resampled according to the new parameterization. Intuitively, this moves
the control mesh on the surface and places mesh vertices on the feature curve.
Subsequently, the actual feature can be created by tagging the appropriate mesh
edges and applying sharp subdivision rules.

Figure 20. Reparameterization for approximating a feature
curve: quads in parameter domain are recursively split and ver-
tices are snapped to the curve. After several subdivision steps the
curve is approximated by a sequence of vertices and follows along
quad edges or diagonals.

In the case of Catmull-Clark meshes, there is an additional complication: the
feature curve may pass through mesh diagonals after reparameterization (see Fig-
ure 21) and the standard crease rules do not support this situation. Biermann et
al. [BMZB02] introduce new subdivision rules to deal with creases along quad di-
agonals. Sample results obtained with this method are shown in Figures 22. Note
that the output surface is a multiresolution subdivision surface which can be manip-
ulated with other tools designed to operate on such a representation. In addition,
the framework is suitable not only for creating interior sharp features with various
profiles (e.g., engravings, embossings), but also to create boundaries, i.e., to trim
the input surface along the feature curves. An example of a trimmed surface is
shown in Figure 22.

For completeness, we also mention the trimming method proposed by Litke
et al. [LLS01b] which is complementary to that of Biermann et al. [BMZB02].
In this case quasi-interpolation is used to approximate a trimmed surface with a
combined subdivision surface [Lev99].
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Figure 21. Standard sharp rules do not cover cases when the
sharp edge (thick line) passes through a quad diagonal. New rules
are necessary for such cases. Dotted lines and circles indicate ver-
tices obtained by reflection used to define subdivision rules for such
cases (see [BMZB02] for details).

Figure 22. Surfaces obtained after trimming and embossing with
sharp features using the method described in [BMZB02]. Top:
input curves are shown on the surface (left) and projected into
parameter space (middle). The surface obtained is shown on the
right. Bottom: a self-intersecting feature.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we presented an overview of subdivision-based tools for surface de-
sign. We considered three major design categories: free-form deformations, Boolean
operations, and surface decorations with sharp features. Such tools have multiple
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applications to animated character creation, virtual reconstructions and restora-
tions, industrial design, shape modeling for medical and scientific simulations, etc.
While modeling with subdivision surfaces has received a significant boost in recent
years, there are a number of open issues still to be resolved. Among them are
physical validation and interactive collision detection, guaranteed error bounds for
surface fitting, and better integration between subdivision-based tools and methods
operating on other representations.
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